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TEACHING  EXPERIENCE  

Christer Pursiainen joined the UiT as Professor of Societal Safety and Environment in August 2014. 

Previously Pursiainen has worked in leading management and research positions in such institutions as 

the European Commission's  DG Joint Research Centre, JRC, Institute for the Protection and Security 

of the Citizen  (Italy, Ispra), the Council of the Baltic Sea States, CBSS (Sweden, Stockholm); 

Nordregio, Nordic Centre for Spatial Development (Sweden, Stockholm); Russian-European Centre 

for Economic Policy, RECEP (Russian Federation, Moscow); Aleksanteri Institute - Finnish Centre 

for Russian and East European Studies at the University of Helsinki; and the Finnish Institute of 

International Affairs, UPI-FIIA (Finland, Helsinki). 

1. Academic teaching 

The Arctic University of Norway (UiT) courses at the Department of Engineering and Safety  

 

As Professor of the field, Pursiainen is constitutive in developing curricula at the UiT, related to the 

study programme Societal Safety and Environment. 

 

Having started at UiT in November 2014, Pursiainen has so far lectured regularly (annually) two full 

courses (>22h), being responsible for teaching and syllabus (for course descriptions, see the link on 

the website of this pedagogical map): 

 

 “Crisis Management”, Bachelor level, in Swedish/English, students speaking Norwegian 

 “Risk Assessment and Management”, Master level, in Swedish/English, students speaking 

Norwegian 

 

Pursiainen gives regularly guest lectures (3-6h) of for his colleagues’ courses, for instance: 

 

 “A Crisis Management: short course” for Bachelor students in Engineering and Safety 

 “Critical Infrastructure Protection and Resilience” for 1st year Bachelor students in Societal 

Safety and Environment 

 “How to prepare a scientific study” for the last-year Master students in Societal Safety and 

Environment 

 

On behalf of the UiT and on his initiative, Pursiainen is also a co-organiser of the annual Norwegian-

Finnish-Russian Summer school in Kilpisjärvi, Lappland, Finland, together with the University of 

Helsinki and the Higher School of Economics in Moscow. 

 

University courses at the University of Helsinki, Department of Political Science or Open 

University 

 

Having been working in international organizations between 2001-2014, Pursiainen’s pure academic 

university lectures and lecture series at the University of Helsinki took mostly place in the late 1990s 

and early 2000s at the University of Helsinki. He was responsible teacher for full courses or full 

seminars (>20h each), usually repeated during several years, on such themes as:  

 

 “Area Studies Meet Theory: Political Science and International Relations Theory 

Applications to the Study of Russian and East European Politics”  

  “Introduction to Political Science: International Relations”  

 “The Political System of Finland: Finland's Foreign Policy Making” 

 “Introduction to Political Science/International Relations” 

 “Russia and the EU” 
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  “Finland's international relations” 

 “Approaches of International Relations”  

 “International politics, graduate seminars I and II” 

 “Russian and East European Studies” 

 

2. Evaluation of projects and supervision of students 

 
Pursiainen has a considerable experience in evaluation of complex projects and programmes, most 

recently e.g. European Union’s Horizon 2020 Secure societies calls, Czech Science Foundation calls, 

Swedish Civil Contingences Agency funding programmes etc., several international conference 

submissions.  

 

He also regularly peer-reviews manuscripts (most recently e.g. Security Dialogue, American Political 

Science Review, Journal of International Relations and Development, Europe-Asia Studies etc.) 

 

In his capacity as professor and docent, he has naturally also supervised and evaluated several 

Bachelor, Master, and Doctoral thesis manuscripts (UiT of Norway, University of Helsinki). 

 

Currently he is supervisor of one PhD student at the UiT Department of Engineering and Safety, 

pertaining to the field of critical infrastructure resilience. 

 

3. International presentations, training courses, consultation  
 

Since 1995, while working in think tanks, consultant companies and international organisations in 

Finland, Sweden, Russian Federation and Italy, Pursiainen has regularly given conference 

presentations, lectured for international PhD or advanced courses, trained or briefed the governments 

and authorities, national parliaments, international organisations, the businesses and NGOs on a 

variety of themes, using mostly English but also giving presentations in Finnish, Swedish and Russian.  

 

This experience includes approximately 400-500 presentations of different types and to a variety of 

audiences. The themes have included, for instance, the following items:  

 

 Societal security, crisis management, critical infrastructure protection and resilience  

 International relations theory, foreign policy analysis  

 Regional cooperation and integration  

 Comparative politics, state-society relations  

 Soviet/Russia's history and politics 

 

The most recent (2015-2016) main presentations of this type include audiences such as: Aleksanteri 

Conference at the University of Helsinki (2015); STETE and Olof Palme Foundation conference 

(2015); The Baltic Sea Leadership programme under the auspices of the Council of the Baltic Sea 

States (2015); NATO Parliamentary Assembly (2015); The Parliament of Finland workshop (2016); 

Critical Infrastructure Operators Workshop under the auspices of the European Commission (2016); 

Recovery workshop at the University College of London (2016), European Union Baltic Sea Strategy  

Policy Area Secure workshop (2016) etc.    

 

For a more detailed list on lectures and presentations 1995-2007, see the link on the website of this 

pedagogical map. 

 


